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orphology variations in colloidal
CuGaS2 nanorods

Logan Keating and Moonsub Shim *

Cu2�xS nanocrystals can serve as templates and intermediates in the synthesis of a wide range of

nanocrystals through seeded growth, cation exchange, and/or catalytic growth. This versatility can

facilitate and accelerate the search for environmentally benign nanocrystals of high performance with

variable shapes, sizes, and composition. However, expanding the compositional space via Cu2�xS

nanocrystals while achieving necessary uniformity requires an improved understanding of the growth

mechanisms. Herein we address several unusual and previously unexplained aspects of the growth of

CuGaS2 nanorods from Cu2�xS seeds as an example. In particular, we address the origin of the diverse

morphologies which manifest from a relatively homogeneous starting mixture. We find that CuGaS2
nanorods start as Cu2�xS/CuGaS2 Janus particles, the majority of which have a {10�12}/{101�2} interface

that helps to minimize lattice strain. We propose a mechanism that involves concurrent seed growth and

cation exchange (CSC), where epitaxial growth of the Cu2�xS seed, rather than the anticipated catalytic

or seeded growth of CuGaS2, occurs along with cation exchange that converts growing Cu2�xS to

CuGaS2. This mechanism can explain the incorporation of the large number of anions needed to

account for the order-of-magnitude volume increase upon CuGaS2 rod growth (which cannot be

accounted for by the commonly assumed catalytic growth mechanism) and variations in morphology,

including the pervasive tapering and growth direction change. Insights from the CSC growth mechanism

also help to explain a previously puzzling phenomenon of regioselective nucleation of CuInSe2 on

kinked CuGaS2 nanorods.
Introduction

Colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals are materials of broad
interest, nding applications in multiple areas including
sensors,1–3 luminescent solar concentrators,4,5 displays,6–8 and
biomedical imaging.9,10 Anisotropic shapes and hetero-
structures provide additional benets, such as polarized light
emission,11–13 improved and/or directional conductivity, and the
potential for multi-functional devices.14 For example, double-
heterojunction nanorods have enabled simultaneous light
emission and detection capabilities.14 However, high quality
colloidal quantum dots and their anisotropic analogs are
currently dominated by Cd-based II–VI materials, which face
usage restrictions in consumer products.15 Alternative materials
which do not face these restrictions are being widely pursued.

Among Cd-free compositions being actively sought, mate-
rials synthesized through Cu2�xS templates or intermediates
are promising. Cu2�xS nanocrystals are thought to undergo
a combination of catalytic growth and cation exchange in
addition to acting as seeds for heteroepitaxy to provide a wide
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range of compositions and morphologies.16 The high cation
conductivity of Cu2�xS at temperatures greater than 105 �C (ref.
17 and 18) means that there are a multitude of different mate-
rials which can be accessed from a relatively simple starting
material.19,20 In addition to the variety of compositions acces-
sible, many different morphologies have also been observed for
the same material. For example, restricting to CuGaS2, there are
reports of at least 6 different variations on the common dot,
platelet, and rod shapes, starting from Cu2�xS seeds.21–26 This
combination of compositional and morphological diversity
suggests that the Cu2�xS system may be ideal for tailoring
nanocrystals for desired applications. However, a better
understanding of how this diversity arises is needed for devel-
oping strategies to control morphology and composition,
a prerequisite for most applications.

Even within the nanorod (NR) shape, CuGaS2 exhibits vari-
ations in morphology. These variations arise despite early
growth periods exhibiting relatively uniform NRs (Fig. 1a).
Nevertheless, there are common features, in particular, kinks
and tapering ends, that might give insights into the growth
mechanism. These morphological variations are also one of the
hallmarks of NRs grown from Cu2�xS seeds, and has been
observed in other related systems.27 As an example, tapering has
been observed in the CuInS2 system,28,29 and kinking has been
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of CuGaS2 NR growth from aliquots taken at 0 s, 30 s, 1 min, 2 min, and 5 min. Darker
contrast corresponds to Cu2�xS and lighter contrast to CuGaS2. From 0 s to 1 min (a–c), the morphology remains relatively uniform, with
spherical Janus particles transitioning to rods as growth proceeds. From 1 min to 2 min (c and d), the predominant morphology is still “straight”
NRs, though there is some indication of growth direction differentiation and tapering toward the Cu2�xS tip. By 5 min (e), the majority of NRs
exhibit some form of a “kink” with pronounced tapering.
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observed in several other systems which are thought to employ
solid catalyst particles.30,31 These reports indicate that kinking
and tapering are not unique to the Cu2�xS/CuGaS2 system.
Hence, addressing how kinks and tapering arise may lead to the
understanding necessary to achieve uniformity in shape and
size of a wide range of materials synthesized through Cu2�xS
seed-mediated routes.

One oen-suggested mechanism of Cu2�xS seed-mediated
growth of various materials, including CuGaS2 NRs, is the
catalytic growth where Cu2�xS particles act as catalysts and
supersaturation of precursors in these particles leads to
precipitation of the second desired phase.32 Intermediate
structures such as those seen in Fig. 1b–d readily invoke
a mechanism similar to the well-known Vapor–Liquid–Solid
(VLS) nanowire growth.33 In solution synthesis, the analogous
mechanism is the Solution–Liquid–Solid (SLS) growth.34,35 Both
of these growth mechanisms involve relatively low-melting
metal catalyst particles. While Cu2�xS has a high melting
point and remains solid at typical reaction temperatures,36 the
cation sub-lattice is essentially in the liquid phase.17 Hence, an
analog of SLS growth, sometimes referred to as Solution–Solid–
Solid (SSS) growth, has been introduced.32 In this mechanism,
the precursors are dissolved in solid, rather than liquid, catalyst
particles with highly mobile cations. While it is reasonable that
the additional cations can be readily incorporated (and
replaced, as in cation exchange), there is no obvious means of
incorporating additional anions. Yet an order of magnitude or
larger volume increase from the initial Cu2�xS particles (Fig. 1a)
to the nal NRs (Fig. 1e) requires incorporation of a very large
number of anions that is not accounted for. Alternative mech-
anisms proposed may include explanation of this anion sub-
lattice extension but fail to explain frequently observed
features such as kinks and tapering.

In this work, we systematically characterize and address the
various morphologies observed in a typical CuGaS2 NR
synthesis which proceeds from in situ generated Cu2�xS seeds.
While NRs can initially grow in three different crystallographic
directions, nearly all of them eventually return to the h0001i
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
growth direction and exhibit tapering which occurs at the end of
the growth. For convenience, crystallographic directions and
planes given here and throughout refer to indices for the
hexagonal anion sublattice for both Cu2�xS and CuGaS2. Based
on our observations, we propose a growth mechanism where
the Cu2�xS seeds grow epitaxially (that is, the growth of the
Cu2�xS seed itself as opposed to the seeded heteroepitaxy of
CuGaS2 on Cu2�xS seed) while cation exchange converts part of
the growing seed to CuGaS2. This growth of Cu2�xS seeds rather
than catalytic or SSS growth can easily account for the incor-
poration of a large number of anions needed to account for the
volume change upon rod growth. As precursors deplete, cation
exchange dominates over seed growth and the Cu2�xS tips
become smaller and smaller until they are completely converted
to CuGaS2, leading to the pervasive tapering. The three different
initial growth directions lead to three primary NR morphologies,
straight and two types of kinked (�155� and 90�). Straight NRs
grow along the h0001i direction. The two types of kinked NRs start
to grow in the h10�12i or h10�10i direction but both return to the
h0001i growth direction, which indicates that the kinking may be
due to certain surface terminations being kinetically accessible at
high precursor concentrations. Different surface terminations
present in these kinked NRs help to explain the regioselective
nucleation of CuInSe2 on CuGaS2 NRs.
Experimental section
Materials

Copper(I) acetate (CuOAc) (97%), gallium acetylacetonate
(Ga(acac)3) (99.99%), 1-dodecanethiol (1-DDT) (98%), tri-
octylphosphine (TOP) (90%), indium(III) acetate (In(OAc)3)
(99.99%), selenium (99.99%), and octadecene (90%) were ob-
tained from Sigma Aldrich. All chemicals were used as received.
Synthesis of CuGaS2 and CuGaS2/CuInSe2 nanorods

The CuGaS2 NRs were synthesized according to a previously
reported procedure withminor modications. To a 25 mL three-
necked round bottom ask, CuOAc (24.5 mg, 0.2 mmol),
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 5322–5331 | 5323



Fig. 2 HRTEM images along with schematics of 155� (a) and 90� (b)
“kinked” rods. The FFT in the inset of (a) demonstrates crystallinity. The
same crystal phase is maintained before and after the kink in both
cases. (c) HRTEM image and schematic of tapering, which is observed
on all NRs, including straight NRs, after sufficient growth has occurred.
Scale bars are 5 nm in all images.
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Ga(acac)3 (73.4 mg, 0.2 mmol), and 1-DDT (5 mL) were added.
The solution was stirred magnetically, and degassed under
vacuum for approximately 15 s, at which point the ask was
purged with Ar. The solution was then heated to 240 �C at a rate
of 30 �C min�1. The yellow turbid solution became clear aer
which it turned to a yellow-orange suspension. Inclusion of
a slight excess of CuOAc causes the solution to ash black at the
thermolysis temperature of 1-DDT. This event was used as t ¼
0 for the reaction times indicated. The reaction was quenched
via airjet to room temperature. A small amount of ethanol was
added to the crude reaction mixture, and the solution was
centrifuged at 2000 rpm until the nanorods aggregated and the
solution was close to clear. The solvent was decanted, and the
pellet was resuspended in a 1 : 2 chloroform : ethanol mixture,
and centrifuged again until a pellet was formed. This process
was repeated until the product had been centrifuged a total of 3
times. The resulting cleaned pellet was then resuspended in
chloroform.

CuGaS2/CuInSe2 NRs were synthesized from puried CuGaS2
NRs according to a previously reported procedure.26 The puri-
cation of the NR heterostructures was also performed
according to the same report.

Characterization

Samples for TEM were drop cast from puried solution on ultra-
thin carbon grids from EMS Diasum (CF300-UL). High-
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) was
performed on a JEOL 2011 LaB6. High-resolution scanning
transmission electron microscopy (HRSTEM) measurements
were carried out on a Thermo-Fisher Titan Z or a JEOL 2200FS.

Results and discussion

A complete understanding of the mechanism which leads to the
observed CuGaS2 morphologies requires consideration of many
aspects of CuGaS2 synthesis, including the role of Cu2�xS seeds.
We begin with a discussion on the synthetic conditions
employed for CuGaS2 synthesis, followed by an exploration of
the individual steps in NR growth, namely Janus particle
formation, elongation, and tapering. We then consider the
origin of the growth direction change. The effects of different
growth directions, which lead to different surface terminations,
are then discussed within the context of regioselective hetero-
structure nucleation.

Synthesis of CuGaS2 NRs

The synthesis of CuGaS2 NRs is accomplished by thermolyzing
1-DDT in the presence of Cu and Ga precursors, where 1-DDT is
the ligand, the solvent, and the anion precursor. Addition of 1-
DDT to the initial reactants results in a yellow turbid solution
which clears as it is heated andmomentarily turns black around
235–240 �C, similar to the thermolysis temperature reported by
other groups.37 We note that the degas time affects the growth
rate of the NRs with longer degas times resulting in a slower
growth rate. Additionally, the heating rate and the degree of
temperature overshoot affect the growth rate with higher
5324 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 5322–5331
temperatures resulting in faster growth, as expected. Once
thermolysis occurs, the solution then begins to turn yellow-
orange as the growth of CuGaS2 NRs proceeds. Fig. 1 shows
a time series of TEM micrographs, starting from the initial
Cu2�xS nucleation, and proceeding to CuGaS2 NRs which are
�100 nm in length. Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis),
photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL), and X-ray diffraction
(XRD) of �100 nm CuGaS2 NRs produced via this procedure
have been reported in a previous work.26

At the beginning of the synthesis Cu2�xS nanocrystals
nucleate and grow but quickly convert to what appears to be
a relatively monodisperse collection of Cu2�xS/CuGaS2 Janus
particles (Fig. 1a). Rods of CuGaS2 then begin to extrude from
these Janus particles (Fig. 1b). Continued growth leads to 3
distinct morphologies (Fig. 1c–e), all with some degree of
tapering in the end where Cu2�xS is located and eventually lost
(Fig. 1e). We refer to these morphologies as “straight”, “155�-
kinked”, and “90�-bent”, with examples of 155�-kinked and 90�-
bent NRs shown in Fig. 2a and b. All CuGaS2 NRs we have
observed exhibit tapering (Fig. 2c). Straight NRs have their rod
axis along h0001i direction. 155�-kinked NRs are characterized
by two sections with distinct axes, which intersect to form
a �155� angle. We note that while we identify the NRs as 155�-
kinked, there is a distribution of observed angles. The 90�-bent
rods have a broad at section at the “head” of the rod, which is
usually attached to a straight tapering NR. All of the nal NRs
appear to be single crystalline throughout. As shown in the FFT
inset of Fig. 2a, the wurtzite-like phase is the dominant crystal
phase observed and the NRs are single crystal in nature. Some
NRs occasionally display stacking faults, however these
domains are limited, and do not correlate to the observed
morphology (i.e., the rods are wurtzite-like throughout rather
than having two segments of different crystal phases with
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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a change at the site of the kink). The diameter difference
between the “head” and “tail” for a �100 nm long rod is typi-
cally 2.5� 1.4 nm. Tapering is observed to some extent in nearly
all NRs aer �2.5 min of growth and is pronounced in all NRs
aer 10 min.
Cu2�xS/CuGaS2 Janus particle formation

The rst step in CuGaS2 NR growth is the nucleation of a Cu2�xS
seed, which is immediately followed by partial cation exchange
to form a Cu2�xS/CuGaS2 Janus particle. When lattice fringes
are visible throughout the entire particle in HRTEM, the darker
contrast sections correspond to the expected lattice parameters
for Cu2�xS (�6.8 Å), and the lighter sections correspond to the
expected parameters for wurtzite-like CuGaS2 (�6.2 Å) as shown
in Fig. 3a.

Initial investigation of Janus particle formation revealed that
there is a preferred crystallographic orientation of the interface
between the Cu2�xS and CuGaS2 components. Fig. 3b shows an
example particle, along with a guide to the eye indicating the
measurement methodology. Statistical analysis of 150 particles
with minimal elongation indicates that �83% of particles have
an interface which is oriented between the {10�10} and {0001}
planes. More detailed measurement of the interface angle was
performed on these particles and the results are shown in
Fig. 3c. The average of the most frequently observed angle
between the Cu2�xS/CuGaS2 interface and the (0001) plane was
139 � 10�, as shown in Fig. 3c. This angle is close to the �134�

angle between the {10�12} and the {0001} expected for pure
CuGaS2 and roxbyite or chalcocite phases of Cu2�xS. We note
Fig. 3 (a) HRTEM image of a partially grown Cu2�xS/CuGaS2 NR
showing the difference in lattice parameter. The 6.2 Å lattice param-
eter is consistent with the (0001) of CuGaS2, while the 6.8 Å lattice
parameter is consistent with Cu2�xS (scale bar is 5 nm). (b) Illustrated
HRTEM of an early growth Cu2�xS/CuGaS2 Janus particle showing
how the interfacial angle between the two phases is defined with
respect to (0001) plane (scale bar is 5 nm). (c) Detailed statistics of
Cu2�xS/CuGaS2 interfacial angle for the {101�2} case, showing a distri-
bution of values.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
that the distribution skews towards higher angles and that it is
difficult to determine this angle precisely for these small
particles. Therefore, we assign the most frequently observed
interface to be {10�12}/{10�12}. A recent work by the Schaak group
has shown that the lattice strain between pseudo-roxbyite
Cu2�xS and wurtzite-like CuGaS2 is minimized if the two
anion lattices adopt an orientation close to {10�12}/{10�12}.19

Then, the observed preferential nucleation orientation may be
attributed to strain minimization between the Cu2�xS and
CuGaS2 lattice.
Elongation and tapering mechanism

As the reaction proceeds, elongation of the Cu2�xS/CuGaS2
Janus particles into NRs is observed. Typically, the particles
grow from nearly spherical to �100 nm in length within 5 min,
which gives a growth rate of roughly 0.3 nm s�1. Nanorods
grown from Cu2�xS intermediates are sometimes thought to
elongate through the SSS growth mechanism.32 This mecha-
nism is a variation on the well-explored VLS33,38 and SLS34,39,40

mechanisms of growth, in which precursors dissolve into
a liquid metal droplet (e.g., Au or Bi) and increase in concen-
tration until supersaturation is reached. The solute phase then
precipitates out, forming a NR with a diameter comparable to or
smaller than the metal droplet (due to catalyst swelling). In the
case of Cu2�xS, the liquid phase in which the precursor
dissolves is the cation lattice (critical temperature �105 �C in
the bulk17,18) while the anion lattice is assumed to be rigid.
While there is not an accepted estimate for the cation liqui-
cation temperature of Cu2�xS at the nanometer size scale,
Zheng et al. demonstrated facile phase transitions in high
chalcocite Cu2S NRs under electron irradiation within the TEM
with an estimated depression of 40 �C compared to the bulk.41

Several variations on the SSS mechanism for Cu2�xS have been
reviewed previously,16 however how the anion lattice extends is
le unexplained in the case where Cu2�xS plays the role of the
“catalyst”. Additional cations and anions must both be incor-
porated for growth but with a solid anion lattice, the SSS growth
mechanism can only account for cation incorporation. Hence,
how the extension of the anion lattice occurs will play a critical
role in our understanding of the growth mechanism and the
resulting variations in morphologies. In our search of the
superionic-conductor-based nanocrystal literature, among 66
reports, only 3 attempted to explore a potential mechanism for
anion lattice extension and subsequent growth.42–44 Therefore,
we rst consider possible mechanisms based on the current
literature to determine whether of not they can rationalize how
CuGaS2 NRs of observed morphologies arise from Cu2�xS seeds.

From the initial Janus particles and the nal all-CuGaS2
products, we know that cation exchange must occur at or near
the beginning and at the end of the NR growth. What is unclear
is how CuGaS2 rods elongate in between. First, we consider the
oen-assumed “catalytic” growth or, more specically, SSS
growth, an analog of VLS or SLS, where the catalyst particle is
not consumed. This mode of growth cannot account for the
tapering observed unless we consider cation exchange gradually
decreasing the catalyst particle size. However, this mechanism
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 5322–5331 | 5325
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requires diffusion of Cu+, Ga3+ and S2� in the Cu2�xS lattice.
While it might be feasible for small cations to be mobile, it is
unlikely that the much larger anions would be able to diffuse
sufficiently. Furthermore, the anion lattice must remain rigid,
otherwise the entire particle would become liquid. While
melting point depression in nanocrystals is well known,
inspection of the Cu–Ga–S phase diagram indicates that
a melting depression would have to be on the order of�1000 �C
for the particle to liquify under the given reaction conditions.45

In situ heating experiments on a related system, Ag2S/ZnS
nanorods, support the conclusion that the particles remain
solid well within the reaction temperatures being discussed.46

Hence, the catalytic SSS mechanism, even if we include cation
exchange, cannot account for anion incorporation needed for
the large volume change during the elongation into rod struc-
tures. Therefore, we rule out the SSS mechanism but reem-
phasize that cation exchange is necessary for the initial Janus
particle formation and the nal conversion of Cu2�xS at the tip,
leading to tapering.

We also consider the possibility of diffusion-controlled
growth.22,42 In this mechanism, the superionic conductor core
is surrounded by an amorphous shell composed of the anion
and the secondary cation precursors. As out-diffusion of the
primary Cu+ cations occurs, nanoparticles elongate. While this
mechanism does explain the observed tapering, we note that
the Cu2�xS core is actually observed on the tapered end, as
opposed to being embedded in the head as this model would
predict. This mechanism also does not adequately address the
issue of anisotropic growth. While diffusion within the particle
may be anisotropic, if the surrounding shell is amorphous, then
the diffusion should be isotropic, leading to a more pronounced
tear drop shape which is not observed in our system. Further-
more, it is also unclear how kinked and bent structures, which
are frequently observed in our and others' work are formed if
cation diffusion within the NR is the primary mechanism for
elongation.

Another commonly considered mechanism involving Cu2�xS
and related materials is seeded growth. CuGaS2 might grow
epitaxially, localized on the CuGaS2 seed part of the Janus
particle with eventual conversion of remaining Cu2�xS via
cation exchange at the end of the reaction. We consider this
mechanism unlikely since the tapering tip of the nal product
has a much smaller diameter than the initial Janus particle. It is
the larger diameter end of the nal rod that is closer to the
initial Janus particle diameter. If the Cu2�xS half of the Janus
particle was converted at the end of the reaction, there should
not be any tapering with diameter decreasing below the initial
Janus particle diameter. While epitaxial ripening is possible and
can be observed at long growth times (>1 h), any apparent
tapering would result from the NR diameter increasing rather
than decreasing from the initial Janus particle diameter. The
observed nal product has a diameter that decreases from the
initial seed particle diameter.

Similar to catalytic SSS growth, we can also consider seeded
growth of CuGaS2 along with cation exchange. In this case,
Cu2�xS within the initial Janus particle must remain unreacted
until the end, when cation exchange converts the original
5326 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 5322–5331
Cu2�xS to CuGaS2. However, there is no obvious reason why
cation exchange would only occur at the beginning and the end
of the reaction where precursor concentrations are at their
extremes. If the cation exchange reaction were to occur
concurrently with seeded growth, the Cu2�xS portion of the
initial Janus particle would continuously decrease in size but
the resulting CuGaS2 would retain the diameter of the original
Cu2�xS component. The Cu+ ions exchanged out from the
Cu2�xS lattice could diffuse out into the solution or diffuse on
the surface of the growing particle and add to the CuGaS2
growth but that, again, would not alter the size and shape of the
Cu2�xS region of the initial Janus particle as it converts to
CuGaS2. Hence, this mechanism of seeded growth of CuGaS2
with concurrent cation exchange cannot account for the
observed tapering to a much smaller diameter than the starting
seed diameter.

Then, we consider epitaxial growth the of Cu2�xS seed rather
than CuGaS2 with concurrent cation exchange. We refer to this
growth as concurrent seed growth and cation exchange (CSC).
In this case, Cu+ and S2� add directly to the Cu2�xS surface,
which is accompanied by cation exchange that extends the
CuGaS2 lattice as shown in Scheme 1. That is, Cu2�xS grows
epitaxially on one end and cation exchange occurs on the
opposite side of Cu2�xS near the interface with CuGaS2. The
anisotropic growth of Cu2�xS may be attributed to a preferential
inow of Ga3+ at the interfacial region, which outcompetes Cu+

inow. Given this situation and since homoepitaxy of Cu2�xS
may be easier than that of CuGaS2, anisotropic growth of Cu2�xS
can be anticipated. Once rod growth begins, poorer ligand
coverage on the hemispherical Cu2�xS surface at the growing tip
would further enhance anisotropic growth. As precursors
deplete away, Cu2�xS growth slows and cation exchange starts to
dominate, leading to a smaller and smaller Cu2�xS tip, which
eventually converts completely to CuGaS2 as tapering occurs.
This mechanism appears to bemost plausible, as it accounts for
the correlation between diameters of Cu2�xS and the elongating
CuGaS2 as well as how the very large number of anions are
incorporated.
Variations in growth direction

We now consider how differentmorphologies could arise within
the CSC growth mechanism. In each of the three morphologies,
90�-bent, 155�-kinked, and straight NRs, the surface termina-
tion of a given growth direction plays a critical role in deter-
mining the stability and the longevity of a given growth
direction.

90�-bent NRs. As mentioned previously, the internal nucle-
ation angle of the Cu2�xS/CuGaS2 Janus particle is usually 139�
10� with respect to the {0001} plane, however, a nucleation angle
of 90� is occasionally observed (�9%). In this case, it appears
that the initial cation exchange which creates the Janus particle
leads to an interface along {10�10} plane. As these NRs elongate,
the growth direction always quickly changes from h10�10i to
h0001i. We have not observed a NR within this system where the
h10�10i vector is the long axis of the NR. This change in growth
direction results in a NR which appears to have a 90� angle
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Scheme 1 Elongation of Cu2�xS nanoparticles into CuGaS2 NRs via the concurrent seed growth and cation exchange (CSC) mechanism. First,
a seed Cu2�xS particle is formed and rapidly converted into a Cu2�xS/CuGaS2 Janus particle via cation exchange. Cation exchange continues
concurrent to anisotropic epitaxial growth of the Cu2�xS seed. This process continues until the rate of cation exchange begins to outpace the
rate of Cu2�xS epitaxial growth due to depleting Cu+ concentration. At this point, the Cu2�xS tip continuously decreases in size and leads to
tapering of the NR. Eventually the seed is completely converted to CuGaS2 via cation exchange.
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between the “head” and “body” of the rod, as shown in Fig. 2b.
These NRs are still single crystalline throughout, and do not
display any other crystal phases other than the occasional
stacking faults mentioned previously. Hence, the initial {10�10}
interface of the Janus particle and high Cu+ concentration
allows brief growth of Cu2�xS along h10�10i direction. However,
this growth direction imposes energetically unfavorable high
index planes for surface terminations and quickly forces the
growth of Cu2�xS to be along h0001i direction, leading to the
90�-bent morphology.

155�-kinked NRs. As shown in Fig. 1, many NRs can appear
to be straight at low magnications. However, a closer inspec-
tion at higher magnication revealed that the majority (>80%)
of all CuGaS2 NRs have at least some initial kinked section as
shown in Fig. 4a. The ambiguity in the assignment of the
morphology of a NR comes from the fact that the kinked section
may be very short in some cases and may not be readily differ-
entiated at low magnications. We note that the length of the
Fig. 4 (a) Example HRTEM of a NR with a short section of h101�2i
growth, which is immediately followed by h0001i growth. At lower
magnifications, this rod might have been categorized as “straight”.
Scale bar is 10 nm. (b) Distribution of measured kink angles from
CuGaS2 NRs. (c) Annotated HRTEM of a kinked NR showing the
methodology for measuring the kink angle.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
section prior to the kink relative to that of the section aer is
variable. Fig. 4b shows the results of the measurement of 56
NRs where the {0001} planes were clearly visible as a reference
point. HRTEM of another kinked NR with a longer section prior
to kink is shown in Fig. 4c, while also demonstrating the
measurement methodology. We measure both external surfaces
of the NR, as well as the internal center line, and average the
three angles to obtain the kink angle for a given NR. The average
kink angle was 155 � 7� and all of the NRs were wurtzite-like
throughout. This observed angle is in relatively good agree-
ment with the expected angle between the CuGaS2 h10�12i and
h0001i of 152�. The mismatch between this expected value and
the observed kink angle may be due in part to the rods under-
going continuous tapering (as in Fig. 4c) and the fact that the
change in direction is unlikely to be abrupt, which would give
rise to a distribution of angles, along with the uncertainty in
measuring angles. However, we note that the zone axis of the
kinked rods observed in HRTEM images is usually h2�1�10i. That
means the observed angle is actually the angle between the
projections of h10�12i and h0001i directions on the {2�1�10} plane.
In this case the expected kink angle is 155�, in excellent agree-
ment with the experimentally measured angle.

On the other hand, there is a non-negligible discrepancy
between the measured initial internal nucleation angle (139 �
10�) and the kink angle (155 � 7�). The expected angle between
the vector normal to the (10�12) plane, which we estimate as
h10�11i, and the identied growth vector, h10�12i, is 16�, which is
the noted discrepancy. This difference in angle means that
there is a slight deviation in the growth direction from that
expected of the initial Janus particle interface. That is, one oen
expects the growth to be perpendicular to the heterointerface
formed. However, growth along direction perpendicular to the
initial Cu2�xS/CuGaS2 interface would lead to highly unfavor-
able surface termination with high index planes. Therefore, we
expect and observe growth at a slightly different direction along
h10�12i that would give rise to low-index facets.

As the NR continues to elongate, the thermodynamic driving
force begins to favor Cu2�xS growth along h0001i direction,
leading to a change in growth direction and therefore, the kink.
Growth along h0001i giving rise to a more stable NR orientation
than along h10�12imay be expected given that the h10�12i growth
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 5322–5331 | 5327



Fig. 5 (a) Categorical statistics which show a correlation between the
distribution of initial nucleation angles (given as growth vectors) and
the observed final morphology. Particles which exhibit very short
kinked segments, or where the orientation of the {0001} could not be
reliably assigned, were placed in the ambiguous category. (b) HRSTEM
of Cu2�xS/CuGaS2 NR with two crystallographic planes making up the
interface, presumably occurring at the initial stage of growth direction
change. We note that we label the vector � normal to the (10�12) plane
instead of the plane for easier comparison with the kinked growth
vector. (c) HRSTEM of Cu2�xS/CuGaS2 NR immediately after growth
direction change. Note that the two different particles in (b) and (c) are
from the same aliquot, indicating that these morphologies coexist
under normal reaction conditions.
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direction would require multiple polar side facets whereas the
h0001i growth direction would likely lead to non-polar {10�10} or
{2�1�10} facets. Furthermore, both 90�-bent and 155�-kinked NRs
arise because the nal growth is along h0001i, supporting the
assertion that h0001i-oriented NRs are energetically the most
stable. Then, within the CSC mechanism, growth along h10�12i
is feasible at high Cu+ concentrations where fast growth of
Cu2�xS occurs but depleting Cu+ precursor concentration and
therefore slowing Cu2�xS growth rate would lead to a change in
the growth direction to the energetically favored h0001i direc-
tion, resulting in kinked NRs.

Straight NRs. Interestingly, only aminority of NRs (�7%) grow
straight without an identiable change in the growth direction.
These are rods which begin growth in the h0001i direction and
maintain that orientation until the Cu2�xS is completely converted
and the growth stops. As noted earlier, there are some NRs which
appear “straight”, especially at shorter growth times, however
a signicant portion of these rods are growing along h10�12i
direction and change orientation to h0001i resulting in a �155�-
kinked rods. An example of such a kinked rod with short h10�12i
growth segment is shown in Fig. 4a. These short-growth �155�-
kinked rods initially led to an underestimation of the kinked NR
population. When it became clear that the kinking of NRs was
more frequent than initially thought, we revisited the initial
statistics and found that the population of purely straight NRs was
actually theminority. Consistent with a previous report,19we expect
the strain within the initial Janus particle to be minimized when
the heterointerface is oriented {10�12}/{10�12}. Then the predomi-
nance of this interface initiates most of the rod growth to be along
h10�12i, leading to the kinked rather than the straight NRs to be
prevalent.

On the origin of growth direction change. The three
observed morphologies, straight, 90�-bent and 155�-kinked,
indicate that three growth directions are accessible under the
initial reaction conditions. The h10�10i growth direction is seen
in the case of the 90�-bent NRs and is only observed for very
short sections of NRs and represents a small population
(Fig. 5a). This behavior may be explained by the large surface
energy difference between the terminating facets for h10�10i vs.
h0001i growth direction. The h10�12i growth direction is
observed in the 155�-kinked NRs, and can be observed for
signicant stretches of NRs. The h0001i growth direction is
observed in the straight NRs, as well as in the 90�-bent and 155�-
kinked NRs (i.e. all NRs eventually change to the h0001i growth
direction). Given that NRs with h0001i long axis are the most
stable, we postulate that the h10�10i and h10�12i growth direc-
tions are kinetically accessible in the early stages of growth due
to the high concentration of precursors. As growth proceeds, the
concentration of precursors decreases, and the thermodynam-
ically stable product becomes dominant, h0001i growth direc-
tion in this case.

Fig. 5b shows a NR at an early reaction time with its growth
direction transitioning from h10�12i to h0001i. Fig. 5c shows
a NR which has just completed the transition and is now
growing in the h0001i direction. These images suggest that as
the Cu2�xS growth direction changes to the more thermody-
namically favored h0001i direction, there is a corresponding
5328 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 5322–5331
shi in the interface through a combination of {10�12} and
{0001} planes.

We note that a modulation of growth direction via reaction
conditions has also been reported in the VLS literature. In
particular, precursor pressure has been shown to induce kink-
ing in VLS NRs.47,48 At very high growth rates kinks have been
shown to arise spontaneously, indicating that multiple surface
terminations become accessible at high reactant concentra-
tions,49 consistent with the above outlined reason for the
occurrence of kinks and bends in our CuGaS2 NRs. Preliminary
results on intentional concentration variations indicate that
this may indeed be the case in the Cu2�xS/CuGaS2 system.
However, further investigation is needed to suppress other
complicating factors such as separate homogeneous nucleation
that can also occur with a sudden increase in precursor
concentration.
Regioselective heterostructure nucleation

The different termination facets arising from changes in the
growth direction of kinked NRs can help to explain an inter-
esting and potentially useful phenomenon. While pursuing
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 (a) Low magnification STEM of CuGaS2/CuInSe2 NRs. (b) STEM of a CuGaS2/CuInSe2 NR heterostructure which shows an absence of
CuInSe2 nuclei on a section of the CuGaS2 NR (rectangle outlined by dotted line) prior to the kink. (c) 3D-model of the underlying CuGaS2 NR
with facets labeled and color-coded. The yellow spheres represent the anion lattice, while the blue spheres represent the cation lattice. The
cation-only (10�11) plane and anion-only (�101�1) plane are visible, along with the non-polar {10�10} facets. (d) Statistical distribution of CuInSe2
growth on CuGaS2 NRs showing a strong facet dependence in the case of heteroepitaxy on h10�12i oriented NR segments.
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epitaxial growth of CuInE2 (E ¼ S, Se) on CuGaS2 NRs, we
frequently observed regioselective heterostructure growth. We
dene regioselectivity as growth which is consistently localized on
a particular facet or area of a nanorod (e.g. tips vs. side facets). For
sections of h0001i growth, we observed CuInE2 island growth on all
side facets (Fig. 6a). However, selective CuInE2 heteroepitaxy, where
one side of the NR was bare of CuInE2 was oen observed for
h10�12i growth sections (Fig. 6b). One possible explanation for this
phenomenon in a known polymorphic system, such as CuGaS2
would be that the h10�12i sections are a different crystal structure
than the h0001i sections (e.g., chalcopyrite vs. wurtzite-like).
However, as shown here and in our prior investigation by
HRTEM, SAED, and XRD, the CuGaS2 NRs are wurtzite-like
throughout.26 We therefore expect the surface termination of the
CuGaS2 NR to be the primary determining factor in the nucleation
of CuInE2.

The expected surface termination for a section of CuGaS2 rod
with h0001i growth direction is {10�10} with an overall hexagonal
shape. While we acknowledge that the {2�1�10} surface termina-
tion is possible we expect the {10�10} termination based on the
observed kink angle. Assuming that the h10�12i sections of the
rod maintain hexagonal cross-section, the surface termination
should be a mixture of {2�201} and {10�11}, with two {10�11} facets
and four {2�201} facets (shown schematically in Fig. 6c). We note
that the {10�10} facets are charge neutral, while the {10�11} facets
can be net positive or negative, depending on the surface
termination. We denote cation-terminated facets as (10�11) and
anion-terminated facets as (�101�1), adopting the convention for
the {0001} and {000�1} facets of wurtzite. Cation or anion
termination of surfaces has been shown previously to signi-
cantly affect the growth rate of nanocrystals.50 We therefore
postulate that the regioselective nature of CuInE2 hetero-
structure growth is due to the difference in reactivity between
the {10�11} cation- and anion-terminated surfaces. Similar to
Kim et al. we expect the (�101�1) anion-terminated surfaces to be
more reactive, and therefore more conducive to heterostructure
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
growth, while the (10�11) cation-terminated surfaces are less
reactive.50 Hence, regioselective nucleation of CuInSe2 is pref-
erential only on the segments of CuGaS2 NRs where the growth
direction is h10�12i, thus explaining the observed difference in
facet-selectivity of heteroepitaxy shown in Fig. 6c.

Conclusions

We have investigated CuGaS2 NR growth with the goal of
understanding the origin of the morphological diversity which
emerges from a relatively monodisperse system. We have cate-
gorized the various observed morphologies as 155�-kinked, 90�-
bent and straight. The kink angles are average values as there is
a distribution, which arises from variations in tapering and
growth direction change rates. The abundances of the three
morphologies correlate strongly with those of the three heter-
ointerfaces observed in the initial Cu2�xS/CuGaS2 Janus parti-
cles. All three morphologies exhibit tapering. In addition to
these observations, the mechanism of S2� addition (which
increases in number by more than an order of magnitude) is
a critical component for understanding the growth of NRs from
this system. In our proposed CSC mechanism, the Cu2�xS part
of the initial Janus particle is the component that actually grows
epitaxially (seed growth) and the concurrent cation exchange at
the heterointerface converts the opposite end of the growing
Cu2�xS to CuGaS2. This mechanism can account for or is
consistent with all observed features of CuGaS2 NR growth. In
particular:

(1) The anion sub-lattice expansion can be accounted for by
Cu2�xS seed, rather than CuGaS2, growth.

(2) The prevalent tapering of the NRs occurs as the diameter
of the Cu2�xS particle decreases due to cation exchange domi-
nating over Cu2�xS growth with depleting Cu+ precursor
concentration.

(3) Kinks/bends can occur through Cu2�xS growth direction
change, driven by the thermodynamically more stable h0001i
rod long-axis orientation.
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 5322–5331 | 5329
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(4) The dominance of the 155�-kinked morphology is due to
the preference of the lattice-strain-minimizing {10�12}/{10�12}
interface in the initial Cu2�xS/CuGaS2 Janus particles that forms
through cation exchange.

These results have allowed us to reveal that the 155�-kinked
NR can induce regioselective nucleation of CuInE2 on its cation-
terminated (10�11) surfaces within the h10�12i growth direction
segment. Insights gained through our proposed CSC mecha-
nism should help to devise strategies for developing a wide
variety of anisotropic nanocrystals and their heterostructures
with uniform size and shape.
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